Foreword by Chair

This document is laid before Tynwald to consider the future of library services on the Isle of
Man.
The Council of Ministers Working Party on Libraries was tasked with continuing the work
from the original Select Committee Report into library provision and to report back to
Tynwald on: the use and cost of libraries; options for a statutory requirement for provision
and a Manx libraries structure. Following an agreement to fund the Family and Mobile
Library Ltd for two years, an exploration of the use and cost of this charitable service has
also been considered.
I would like to thank all those who contributed to the findings within the report including
those Local Authorities and Libraries that opted to take part, the Libraries Forum,
organisations within the Third Sector and Government Departments (namely the
Department of Health and Social Care; the Department of Education, Sport and Culture; the
Department of Infrastructure and the Treasury).
Through positive engagement with members of the Libraries Forum, and discussions with
library providers in other jurisdictions on how they have adapted to meet the changing
needs within their communities, the Libraries Working Party is confident that public libraries
continue to play an important and valued role to residents of the Isle of Man with much
potential for social and digital inclusion, services and support, as well as traditional book
loaning, to be delivered via our libraries.

Mrs C Barber MHK
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Council of Ministers established a Working Party following the resolution of
Tynwald on the recommendation of the Select Committee on Library Provision 20172018 1
The Working Party is made up of:
Clare Barber MHK - Chair
Ann Corlett MHK
Jane Poole-Wilson MLC
Secretariat has been provided by the Change and Reform team within the Cabinet
Office.

1.2

The 2018 Select Committee report concluded by stating that:

“We conclude that the future of Island library services lies in increased co-operation
and that the current piecemeal funding arrangements will not support this. A more
cohesive approach will need careful co-ordination in view of the large number of
different providers of library services. We feel that the Department of Infrastructure
is best placed to undertake this co-ordination role given its link to both Local
Authorities and Government.
We conclude that the Family Library Limited is a much valued part of the Island’s
library provision. The Mobile, Home Library and Schools services in particular are
absolutely fundamental as they provide something which is not available elsewhere.
The breadth and depth that the Family service provides to our young people is not
available in any other library. We note the generous support from the Scheinberg
Family Office but accept that future fundraising is unlikely to be sufficient to release
enough match funding for all services to continue.”
1.3

The Select Committee on Library Provision Report laid before June 2018 Tynwald 2
contained recommendations as follows:

Report of the Select Committee on Library Provision 2017-2018
http://www.tynwald.org.im/business/pp/Reports/2018-PP-0046.pdf
2
Council of Minister’s response to Committee’s findings
http://www.tynwald.org.im/business/committee/LP/Documents/2018-GD0033%20Council%20of%20Ministers'%20Response%20to%20Report%20on%20Library%20Provision%20201718.pdf
1
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Recommendation 1
We recommend that the Department of Infrastructure establish and coordinate a Libraries Working Party, which must include a balanced
representation from the public, legal, educational and records and history
libraries, through the Libraries Forum, and the respective funding bodies.
The Working Party should be tasked with undertaking a detailed
investigation into the provision of public library services and report to
Tynwald no later than December 2019 on:
• Use and cost of libraries; twelve months of data, to be collated and
presented in a way which is in an agreed and consistent format used by
all, re costs for staff, stock, facilities, utilities, training and other
overheads; and usage including membership, footfall, loans, opening
hours; additional services; and events.
• Options for a statutory requirement for provision
• A Manx libraries’ structure to include:
o Options, with outline plans, for a future funding arrangement to
include, but not be limited to, an all Island rate
o Options and plans for future co-operation to include but not be
limited to a shared catalogue, all Island lending and return, all Island
library Membership.
Recommendation 2
Tynwald is of the opinion that Isle of Man Government should provide
£125,000 to Family Library Limited to enable it to continue the Mobile,
Home Library and Schools services for another two years.
Recommendation 3
Tynwald is of the opinion that Isle of Man Government should provide
£125,000 to Family Library Limited to enable it to continue the Family
Library service for another two years.
1.4

The Council of Ministers’ response to the recommendations was prepared by the
Department of Infrastructure with Treasury and the Department of Education, Sport
and Culture and is as follows:
Recommendation 1
The Department acknowledges and welcomes the work that the Committee has
undertaken to date in order to be able to identify a future work stream in relation to
libraries.
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The Department supports the need for further work and suggests that the scope of
this is broadened to also include investigating a number of fundamental issues in
relation to library provision which the report has not sufficiently covered. Such
matters requiring further investigation include the purpose of library provision on the
Island, the scope for rationalisation of provision and the role and aspirations of
service providers.
The conclusions of the report set out that there is a need for a more cohesive
approach and better co-ordination between different providers of library services. In
order to determine if this approach is achievable it would be appropriate for the
Committee to reconvene to undertake evidence gathering from those on-Island
providers of library services to better understand whether there is a common
understanding of the role and purpose of libraries and to ascertain where there may
be appetite to develop a new model for provision.
The Key Stakeholders within this initial process are the Local Authorities. Whilst the
Department is willing and able to assist in facilitating this discussion it would be more
appropriate for the Committee to lead collection and assessment of evidence from
the Local Authorities.
Further to this it is considered that the detailed investigation proposed to be
undertaken by a Working Party established and co-ordinated by the Department as
set out in Recommendation 1 should also be carried out by the Committee as a
continuation of the valuable work already commenced.
On this basis the following amendment to Recommendation 1 is suggested:
We recommend that the Select Committee on Library Provision continues
with the important work of determining the future direction of the Island’s
libraries.
The Committee’s work should now move forward to establish a working
party to undertake a detailed investigation into the provision and purpose
of public library services. This investigation should involve all those
involved in library provision on the Island. The Committee should report to
Tynwald no later than December 2019 on:
• The purpose of public library services
• The wider provision of library services across the Island
• Use and cost of libraries; twelve months of data, to be collated and
presented in a way which is in an agreed and consistent format used by
all, re costs for staff, stock, facilities, utilities, training and other
overheads; and usage including membership, footfall, loans, opening
hours; additional services; and events.
• Options for a statutory requirement for provision.
6

• A Manx libraries’ structure to include:
o Options, with outline plans, for a future funding arrangement to
include, but not be limited to, an all Island rate
o Options and plans for future co-operation to include but not be
limited to a shared catalogue, all Island lending and return, all
Island library Membership.
Recommendation 2
Treasury supported the library last year, providing a total of £125,000 from bona
vacantia funds. The Council of Ministers believes that support should continue at this
level and therefore is committed to providing a total amount of £125,000 per annum
for the next two years to Family Library Limited to enable it to continue the Mobile,
Home Library and schools services for another two years. This Recommendation is
therefore supported. However in order to clarify that the funding arrangement is for
£125,000 per annum for a maximum of two years it is proposed that the following
minor amendment is made to Recommendation 2.
Tynwald is of the opinion that Isle of Man Government should provide funding to the
Family Library Limited of a total of £125,000 per annum for a maximum of two
years.
Recommendation 3
The total amount of funding that will be made available from the bona vacantia
funds is £125,000 per annum for the next two years, as already set out in response
to Recommendation 2. On that basis Council of Ministers is not able to support
Recommendation 3 as this is beyond the funding available. It is hoped that this
funding payment can be matched from other sources external to Government to
secure the funding for the Family Library service.
1.5

During the Tynwald sitting of the 18th July 2018 3 two of the Select Committee
Report’s recommendations were amended as follows:
Amended motion Recommendation 1
We recommend that the Council of Ministers establish a Working Party to continue
with the important work of determining the future direction of the Island’s libraries.
This work should now move forward to undertake a detailed investigation into the
provision and purpose of public library services. This investigation should involve all

3

Votes and Proceedings 18th July 2018
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those involved in library provision on the Island. The Working Party should report
back to Tynwald no later than December 2019 on:
o
o
o

o
o

The purpose of public library services;
The wider provision of library services across the Island;
Use and cost of Libraries; twelve months of data, to be collated and
presented in a way which is in an agreed and consistent format used by
all, re costs for staff, stock, facilities, utilities, training and other
overheads; and usage including membership, footfall, loans, opening
hours; additional services; and events;
Options for statutory requirement for provision
A Manx Libraries structure to include:
•

Options with outline plans for future funding arrangement to
include, but not be limited to, a shared catalogue, all Island
lending and return, all Island Library membership

Recommendation 2
o

Tynwald is of the opinion that the Isle of Man Government should provide
funding to the Family Library Limited up to total of £125,000 per annum
for a maximum of two years to allow time for a Working Party to report
into the future provision of the library services

2 Information Gathered by the Working Party
2.1

An extensive amount of detail was covered in the original Select Committee Report.
The Working Party was tasked with looking thoroughly into comparative quantitative
and qualitative data in respect of the Island’s library services.

2.2

Following its establishment, the Working Party requested information from the
Island’s libraries via the Libraries Forum and directly from those libraries not in the
Forum in December 2018. The data requested sought information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

usage numbers/footfall
opening hours
costs (including staffing)
total books loaned
digital downloads
total hours of computer usage
ongoing events

Further correspondence requesting data was issued to Local Authorities in January
2019 and re-iterated in an invitation in February 2019 to take part in a Libraries
workshop which was to take place in March 2019. Following a disappointing response
further calls for information were made in autumn 2019.
8

2.7

The facilitated workshop in March 2019 was well attended. There were 36 in
attendance in total and this was made up of Local Authority Clerks, Commissioners,
Librarians and Tynwald Members.

2.8

The Working Party found it a useful approach to have an open discussion about
libraries across the Island, what they look like now, what they could look like, and
the services they could provide in the future. There was consensus on the value
placed on libraries and understanding what a library is. Below is a selection of the
responses. Information on the full scope and outcomes from the workshop is
provided in Appendix 1.

“A library is a Community Hub providing the public means of accessing
knowledge in a safe, welcoming environment which provides opportunities for
life-long learning, entertainment and information.”
“All libraries are important community spaces. They are centres of information
where people can find information and be helped by skilled, qualified staff. There
should be online access (generally), entertainment/leisure and events/clubs if
possible. Local history should be available. Accessibility and appropriate building
are important – environment.”
“Libraries are an important service because they provide access to information to
all in our community in a socially inclusive way.”
“A Community Hub that enables a safe exchange of knowledge, support,
engagement and brings joy to people.”
2.9

The Working Party valued the input from the Libraries Forum who they were able to
meet with twice during the course of 2019/2020. The Working Party discussed with
the Libraries Forum the importance of collecting the relevant data for the report and
discussed some of the challenges presented in providing that information. The group
also discussed qualitative information and the positive feedback that is frequently
received from their customers. The Libraries Forum meets regularly to share ideas.
They have recently, as a group, increased their social media presence along with a
website www.loveyourlibraries.im that informs the public of library related events
and is a central point for finding library opening times as well as book related
content.
The following libraries are members of the Libraries Forum:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tynwald Library
Keyll Darree Library
Manx National Heritage (Museum Library)
UCM
Ballakermeen School Library
George Herdman Library (Port Erin)
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•
•
•
•
•

Family and Mobile Library
Judicial Library
Henry Bloom Noble Library (Douglas)
Ramsey Library
Harvey Briggs Library (Onchan)

2.10

The Working Party reviewed the Jonathan Michaels’ Independent Health and Social
Care Review’ 4 which highlights the importance of community within the health and
social care agenda noting “the health and social care system will need to understand
local need and meet it through a predominantly community-based model of care,
with increased focus on prevention and proactive care” (Michaels, 2019).

2.11

The Working Party met with the Integrated Care team based in Peel in May 2019.
The Integrated Care team gave an interesting overview of the work being carried out
in improving wellbeing on the Island. Whilst currently located in Peel they are looking
to implement similar programmes around the rest of the Island. The findings from
the Integrated Care project team resulted in 42 recommendations being approved
and the Working Party hope that public libraries could play a part in supporting some
of these recommendations (see Appendix 2).

2.12

The Working Party believe that there were actions within the short term proposals
for Integrated Care where libraries as a safe, warm and inclusive public space could
potentially play a part, specifically in the following areas:
-

-

Directories of services provided through Integrated Care could be promoted
within library buildings
Events in libraries such as Storytime, could help to foster and support
intergenerational work
The Bibliotherapy service provided by the Family Library could help to support
the development of Old People’s Mental Health Services, including the Memory
Clinic
Libraries could potentially provide a base for a Local Area Coordinator for
Integrated Care
Libraries could promote and share opportunities from a coordinated volunteer
recruitment service
Libraries could play a vital supporting role in making the addressing of social
isolation everyone’s business
Libraries could act as a venue for hosting ICT skills training as Integrated Care
develops an assistive technology strategy and implementation plan
Libraries could also act as a venue for local health and social events, and drop in
sessions with professionals

Page 17 https://www.gov.im/media/1365879/independent-health-and-social-care-review-finalreport.pdf
4
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2.13

The Digital Inclusion Strategy 5 was reviewed. The strategy aims to tackle digital
exclusion and there is synergy between the strategy and what Public Libraries can,
or already do offer on the Island.

2.14

The Working Party also identified stakeholders from the Third Sector and asked for
their input into libraries on the Island: whether they work with public libraries, or
could do in the future and; to gauge if there was any support they felt Public
Libraries could offer them. The feedback provided made some useful suggestions
including the provision of more books in other languages for those whose first
language is not English or those English speakers who are learning new languages.
An option for free use of computers rather than time limited use was also suggested.
All feedback is provided in Appendix 3.

2.15

A public survey was carried out for the Select Committee report (published in 2018)
with a satisfactory level of response. The Working Party therefore felt further
surveying using questions of a very similar nature to the initial survey, may be seen
as unnecessary duplication by the public. The Working Party did, however, ask
libraries to provide any qualitative data they may have in respect of services
provided and would like to thank Douglas Borough Council for the feedback they
submitted from users of the Henry Bloom Noble Library in Douglas which can be
viewed in Appendix 4.

2a

Purpose of Public Libraries

2.16

Following extensive engagement with libraries both on Island and in other
jurisdictions, it is clear that libraries are no longer just a place to loan books. Our
libraries offer a range of services within their current means and are valued by their
users. Examples from on Island include some libraries holding events that promote
social inclusivity; some libraries provide tea and coffee facilities to encourage
customers to stay on site; some libraries hold fun book days for schools and children
and encourage dressing up and immersing themselves in a theme from a book;
some libraries provide shared working spaces for researchers and entrepreneurs.

2.17

However, with all the services that are provided within libraries across the Island
these do tend to be location specific and so ability to access a particular additional
service may be constrained according to where you live.

2.18

From research of other jurisdictions there is evidence that libraries across the United
Kingdom are considering their value within their wider communities and are adapting
their aims and their physical spaces to be seen as a provider, and a facilitator, of a
range of services to encourage patrons through the door. They are working not only
with other service providers in Government, but are encouraging small businesses in
their creative spaces, providing access to 3D printers and offering space for

5

Digital Inclusion Strategy 2016-2021
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holders 6): £10 a year;
Adult country members (Non-IM8 postcode
holders): £20 a year.
The Family (and Mobile) Library Ltd

Currently:
*£5 per year for young people
£10 per year adults
*The Family and Mobile Library are
proposing to make subscriptions optional
with many members currently receiving the
service for free

Castletown Library

Free to ratepayers
Small fee non-ratepayers

Feedback from Local Authorities
2.24

Local Authorities who do not provide a public library in their parish were asked to
provide information on their use of both their nearest library, and what, if any, funds
they provide in support of the Mobile Library. With the potential for 17 responses
(based on a total figure of 22 Local Authorities minus 5 of those already with Public
Libraries), 7 Local Authorities responded.

2.25

Out of the 7 responses; 4 Local Authorities advised that they gave funding to the
Mobile Library in 2019. Some of the Authorities that did not provide funding
commented that as smaller authorities they did not have the funding.
One Local Authority had supported the Mobile Library in the past but did not in 2019
because of the funding provided to the Mobile Library from Government (but will
consider as they rate set for 2020/2021).

2.26

Below is a snapshot of some of the qualitative feedback received:

“The Commissioners consider the mobile library service to be very popular
locally…the decisions in regard to local contribution were made by the Board through
resolution on each occasion. The principal factor considered by Members being the
utility and social value the Mobile Library provides for all our community, particularly
for our more vulnerable and less mobile residents….”
“The Commissioners have been very supportive of the Family Library principally
because it provides a much needed service to children of the Parish”

6

IM8 covers Ramsey only – source https://worldpostalcode.com/isle-of-man/isle-of-man
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“The 1916 Act gives the Commissioners power to provide a library but does not
require the Commissioners to do so. With much greater use of the internet for
research, ebooks, and online news services it is debateable as to whether there will
be a long term need for libraries in the form that we are accustomed to. That said,
the Commissioners are sure that for many years to come, Libraries have an
important role to play, serving the needs of children and older generations in
particular.”
“The Commissioners would welcome some clear national guidance based on an
analysis of need, particularly with regard to what library services are worthy of
support in the twenty first century, to whom should these services be best targeted,
and approximately how much of our rates would be seen as a fair amount to provide
in support of library services. The Commissioners do not have any specific proposals
themselves, but believe that national standards to ensure fairness across the Island
would be a good way forward.”
Data from the Family and Mobile Library Ltd as regards use of the mobile library
broken down by parish appears at paragraph 5.2 below.
2c

Use and Cost of Libraries

2.27

It was agreed that the following data would be sought from libraries:
Twelve months of data, to be collated and presented in a way which is in an agreed
and consistent format used by all:
•
•
•
•
•
•

costs for staff
stock
facilities
utilities
training and other overheads
usage including membership, footfall, loans, opening hours; additional services;
and events

2.28

The Working Party is grateful to Manx National Heritage and the Department of
Education, Sport and Culture (namely Ballakermeen High School, UCM and Keyll
Darree) who kindly provided the data requested and are useful from a comparative
perspective.

2.29

However, just one public library, Henry Bloom Noble Library in Douglas, provided
data to the Working Party and one charitable Library, the Family and Mobile Library
Ltd. This has not allowed for a clear picture of how our libraries are used across the
Island and by how many. The Working Party would like to thank Douglas Borough
Council and Henry Bloom Noble Library for their cooperation during the course of
their work. They have consistently provided information and have made significant
changes since the last report with more visibility in reporting and their new premises
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giving them the space to expand their library services. We would also like to thank all
those other libraries that have provided their valuable data.
2.30

It should also be noted that Douglas Borough Council produce accounts that show
Henry Bloom Noble Library costs separately to other costs and its overall cost to the
rate payer each year. In other areas of the Island where a Public Library exists, the
costs are absorbed into Local Authority expenditure as a whole and so are not
always clear. Therefore it is not possible to provide a true cost to the rate payer on
the distribution of the services of Public Libraries by reference to the overheads such
as building costs, stock, administration and staffing costs. It is also not possible to
produce a like for like comparison between our Public Libraries to assess comparative
costs and service provision, and in turn to assess value for money for the ratepayer.

2.31

With the lack of data available the Working Party explored the information that is
currently made publicly available on the Local Authority websites. The only
information found at the time of publishing the report (aside from those who
submitted data to the Working Party) was on the Port Erin Commissioners website:

George Herdman Library (Port Erin)

Conclusions
Through the information gathered and researched the Working Party
concludes that libraries are about more than loaning books; they can and
do provide a range of services and in particular they can play an important
role in the support of the most vulnerable in our society.
Based on the March 2019 workshop outputs and 2018 public survey the
Working Party also concludes that there is general consensus amongst
Local Authority members, Tynwald members and the public on the value of
18

libraries and the Working Party considers that provision should be
underpinned by the principles of equity and accessibility to enable
everyone on the Isle of Man to easily access books and services via our
libraries (whether mobile or static).
Due to the lack of data we received in response to requests it is not
possible to provide an analysis of the use and cost of our Public Libraries
nor to make any comparison as between our Public Libraries in terms of
value for money for the ratepayer. From the available information,
however, we consider there is scope for Public Libraries to collaborate
more in various ways and by so doing to increase accessibility and the
range of services it is possible to provide as well as improve value for
money.
The Working Party commends the work of the Library Forum and believes
that libraries and Local Authorities from across the Island should work
together to introduce a universal library membership card which would
enable shared membership. The Working Party would also advocate that
Public Libraries and Local Authorities working together in a cohesive way
will bring huge potential for a shared IT system to support shared stock
and multi-site return of books. This then brings the potential to reduce
overall costs and provide more space within libraries to provide other
functions. Potentially this might include new areas of support and services
that are aligned with Government policy on digital inclusion, social
inclusion, health and wellbeing and so on.
Legislation to provide a core, across the board service should be
considered. Legislation should also give individual libraries the scope to
provide other services dependent on their size and location.
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3

Legislative Provision

Legislative Provision – Isle of Man
3.1

The Select Committee Library Report from July 2018 7 confirmed that whilst Local
Government legislation gives authority for libraries to exist, there is currently no
statutory requirement for provision of library services in Manx law.

3.2

Local Authorities have the power to provide public libraries under powers within the
Local Government Consolidation Act 1916 8. The Act enables Local Authorities to
acquire land to build a library, provide a library service and carry out management of
a library. The legislation also states that libraries established under the act should be
open to the public and free of charge (see Sections 333, 336-339).

3.3

Sections 24 and 24A of the Local Government Act 1985 9 state that a Local Authority
can, with consent from the Department of Infrastructure, enter into an agreement
with another Local Authority to discharge a function on their behalf.

3.4

Section 35 of the Education Act 2001 states that the Department of Education may:
(a) Provide and maintain public libraries
(b) Assist in the provision and maintenance of public libraries by others
However, the proposed Education Bill (2019) no longer includes a section that covers
the provision of public libraries.

3.5

The Department of Education, Sport and Culture (DESC) confirmed that Section 35
“Libraries” in the current Education Act 2001 was included to allow DESC to open
some of their libraries to the public if it was thought to be beneficial. It was not
included as an option for DESC to provide and maintain public libraries, which has
always been a Local Authority function. It has been removed from the Education Bill
as school libraries are not open to the public and DESC confirm it is not their role to
operate public libraries. The only library operated on DESC premises that is open to
the public is the one at UCM. However, this is an education books library and not a
general lending library.

Legislative Provision – Other Jurisdictions
England
Hansard – Select Committee Report – Tynwald July 2018 The Local Government Consolidation Act 1916 (IOM)
9
The Local Government Act 1985 (IOM)
7
8
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Local Authorities have a statutory duty under the Public Libraries and Museums Act
1964 to ‘provide a comprehensive and efficient library service for all persons’

3.6

‘It shall be the duty of every library authority to provide a comprehensive and
efficient library service for all persons desiring to make use thereof’
3.7

The Act allows for joint working between library authorities. Each library authority is
responsible for determining, through consultation, the local needs and to deliver a
modern and efficient library service that meets the requirements of their
communities within available resources.

3.8

There are more than 3,300 public libraries in England
Local Authorities must, among other things:

10

. In providing this service,

•

have regard to encouraging both adults and children to make full use of the library
service (section 7(2)(b))

•

lend books and other printed material free of charge for those who live, work or
study in the area (section 8(3)(b))

3.9

It is the statutory duty of the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport to:
•

superintend, and promote the improvement of, the public library service provided
by local authorities in England (section 1(1))

•

secure the proper discharge by local authorities of the functions in relation to
libraries conferred on them as library authorities

3.10

The Secretary of State has the power to make a remedial order against a library
authority following a local inquiry. Such an inquiry can be commenced either on
receipt of a complaint that a local library authority is failing to carry out its statutory
duties or of the Secretary of State’s own motion (section 10).

3.11

Before deciding whether to order an inquiry the Secretary of State will carefully
consider a local authority’s compliance with the duties of the 1964 Act. However, the
Secretary of State will not hesitate to use the power where, having regard to the
duties on him and the local authority, there is good reason in all the circumstances
for him to direct an inquiry at the present time.

3.12

In determining whether to order an inquiry, the Secretary of State gives
consideration to a number of factors, including:

10

•

whether there is any serious doubt or uncertainty as to whether the local authority
is (or may cease to be) complying with its legal obligation to provide a
comprehensive and efficient library service

•

whether the local authority appears to be acting in a careless or unreasonable way

Source Politics.co.uk
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3.13

•

whether the decision is or may be outside the proper bounds of the local authority’s
discretion, such as a capricious decision to stop serving a particularly vulnerable
group in the local community

•

whether the local authority appears to have failed to consult affected individuals or
to carry out significant research into the effects of its proposals

•

whether the local authority has failed to explain, analyse or properly justify its
proposals

•

whether the local proposals are likely to lead to a breach of national library policy

•

the advantages of local decision making by expert and democratically accountable
local representatives

•

whether there is any further good reason why a local inquiry should be ordered
Library authorities are also required to provide the Secretary of State with such
information as he/she may require for carrying out their duties.

Northern Ireland (Libraries NI)
3.14

The Libraries Act (Northern Ireland) 2008 11 creates Libraries NI as an nondepartmental public body, sponsored and funded by the Department for
Communities. 12

3.15

The 2008 Act stipulates that the Authority must “provide a comprehensive and
efficient Public Library service for persons living, working or studying in Northern
Ireland”

3.16

The Act further stipulates that in so doing must, “secure that facilities are available
for the borrowing of, or reference to, library materials sufficient in number, range
and quality to meet the general requirements of adults and children (whether by
keeping adequate stocks, by arrangements with other bodies concerned with library
services or by any other means.”

3.17

Libraries NI receives its core resource and capital funding from the Department of
Communities (DoC).

3.18

After the implementation of the 2008 Libraries Act, Local Authorities ceased having
responsibility for Public Library provision and funding. The DoC administers block
grants to local government as part of the Northern Ireland local government funding
settlement, and therefore transferred funds earmarked for Libraries directly to
Libraries NI.

3.19

The Department's vision for the public library service is:

11
12

Libraries Act NI
NI Department for Communities
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‘A flex ible and responsive library service w hich provides a dynam ic focal
point in the com m unity and assists people to fulfil their potential’
Scotland
3.20

Public libraries in Scotland are entirely the responsibility of local authorities. They
have a statutory duty under Section 163(2) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act
1994 13 to “secure the provision of adequate library facilities for all persons resident in
their area” and there is a published Public Library Strategy for Scotland 14.

3.21

The Local Government (Scotland) Act 1994 incorporates the following existing
legislation relating to public libraries:

The Public Libraries Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1887
The Public Libraries (Scotland) Act 1955
The Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973
3.21

Jersey
Jersey has statutory provision by way of their Public Library (Jersey) Regulations
2007 15
The regulations state that there shall continue to be a Public Library service for
Jersey and that it is the duty of the Minister for Education to provide the facility and
promote the improvement of the library.
Conclusion
Research into neighbouring jurisdictions shows that the Island is out of
step by not having a statutory basis to ensure library provision. If we, as
an Island, are committed to ensuring the security of our Public Libraries
for future generations, and if we want to bring some consistency to the
delivery of a library service, and ensure it is at an equitable cost for our
residents, then provision of a Libraries Bill should be considered.

13
14
15

Local Government (Scotland) Act 1994
Public Library Strategy for Scotland 2019

Jersey Library Regulations (2007)
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4.

Opportunities

4.1 Research was carried out by the Working Party into what library provision looks like in
other jurisdictions:

The Scottish Library and I nform ation Council (SLI C)
The Working Party had a teleconference with the Chief Executive of the Scottish
Library and Information Council (SLIC). SLIC led a five year transformation strategy
for Scotland’s 500 libraries.
All Scotland’s libraries, including their mobile library service which services their more
remote communities, were in scope (the Highlands alone has eight mobile libraries).
SLIC’s mobile libraries are funded by Local Authorities with services shared through a
service level agreement. There are 32 Local Authorities in Scotland with each having
a Head of Public Library Service in place to provide oversight (they meet four times a
year). Three out of the 32 Heads are selected to lead and act on behalf of all.
SLIC recognised that there are not many other services that have the same potential
community reach as a library. Their libraries support the economy through offering
co-working spaces and on-site training to help get businesses off the ground by
offering redundant space within libraries.
Every child in Scotland when their birth is registered automatically becomes a library
member and their aim is to now make everyone a library user as well as a lifelong
member.
SLIC are in the process of producing a research report into the overall community
and economic benefits to Scotland’s libraries and the Working Party await this with
interest.
The Working Party is particularly impressed with SLIC’s “Health on the Shelf”
offering. “Health on the Shelf” is the result of research commissioned by SLIC to
obtain an overview of the health offer of public libraries across Scotland and
recognise the role that Public Libraries play within a self-management agenda and to
provide the right care, at the right time, in the right place.

Research undertaken as part of their study has highlighted:
•
•
•
•
•

The range of the library health and wellbeing offer;
The contribution such services make towards mental health, loneliness, social
isolation, cancer and dementia in particular;
The personal wellbeing benefits for participants, which are often
immeasurable;
The contribution towards improved health literacy, particularly digital skills;
The importance of the library space and social interactions with staff and
others in the library and;
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•

The financial savings for NHS Scotland as a result of people using libraries
and having better health outcomes.

(SLIC, 2020)
4.2

Libraries N orthern I reland (Libraries N I )
The Working Party had a teleconference with the Assistant Director of Libraries NI.
Libraries NI was formed following a review of public administration and
rationalisation of public services in Northern Ireland. The library service is considered
by them to be one of the more successful aspects of the public administration
review.
Libraries in Northern Ireland were previously provided by five education authorities.
Libraries across Northern Ireland have a shared system. This enables policies and
processes to align. They share stock contracts and this has provided greater value
for money and a recognition that collaboration can make limited budgets go further.
Libraries NI have a house call service to visit housebound individuals and a mobile
library service that calls to villages and hamlets. This service is delivered by a fleet of
delivery vans that service stock, books and exhibitions moving around the libraries in
Northern Ireland. They have a “dynamic stock” system: the book stays in the library
that it was returned to as a way of refreshing stock (previously books were returned
to the library it was loaned from). This shared structure has helped particularly when
facing budget reductions.

4.3

Jersey Library
Jersey has one main central library as well as one part time branch library and a
mobile library.
The central, branch and mobile library are funded through taxation – central
government (funding has “decreased significantly” over recent years with 18%
already been saved since beginning of 2020 (through staffing)).
Jersey Libraries did sit under their Education department from 1930 until very
recently and are now part of the newly established Customer and Local Services
Department.
They recognise that due to the location of the central and branch libraries that this
leaves a lack of service for the rest of the Island – they are looking to develop a
network of community libraries but would rely (not entirely) on volunteers for this.
There is also a mobile library service – The Jersey Mobile Library is currently
timetabled to stop in every parish and they are looking at how to improve this
service (their aspiration is to expand the mobile library service to include residential
homes and schools).
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Jersey has introduced a scheme called “Closer to Home” 16and the library is working
with agencies and charities to deliver some library services within parishes.
The Jersey Library works under the Libraries Connected model and the Universal
Library Offers scheme 17(launched in 2013) which aim is to “connect communities,

improve well-being and promote equality through learning, literacy and cultural
activity” – Jersey Libraries’ “offers” are Reading, Learning, Information and Health
and Culture.

Jersey Library are supporting enterprise and have worked with Barclays Eagle Labs
to develop a space within the library which they refer to as “creative churn” – coworking spaces, the rent from which, goes back into the library.
They also have a “maker space” within the central library which is used by local
artists and makers and which includes a 3D printer and laser cutting – this provides a
service for entrepreneurs whilst providing a source of income to the library.
4.4

York Libraries
The Secretariat spoke with the Chief Executive of Explore York – Libraries and
Archive, on behalf of the Working Party:
York has a population of 200,000 (a geographical area of around 25m²). It has:
•
•
•

14 Libraries (including York Explore their flagship library and
home to the City Archive)
3 Reading Cafes
1 Mobile Library

In 2014 York Libraries parted with York Council on a 5 year contract to become a
mutual industrial and provident society with charitable status – its creation was led
by its own staff.
A new contract was agreed with York Council in 2020 for delivery of library services
for a period of 15 years. They were asked to look at different forms of delivery.
The UK Cabinet Office gave support and helped to identify sources to help with
mutualisation of the library services.
The Library structure is 1/3 owned by staff and 2/3 by community members, open to
anyone over the age of 16.

16
17

Jersey’s Closer to Home Scheme “Closer to Home”
Libraries Connected Model – Universal Library Offers Scheme - “Universal Library Offers”
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The Chief Executive reported that the first few years were a challenge but the
measure of freedom they have has allowed them to respond quickly, for example
they can apply for funding (such as the Arts Council) that they would not have
access to as part of York Council.
No staff member has “opted out” since the change and they have improved on their
staff satisfaction (from 70% at the time of leaving the Council) – all staff now
committed and feel like they can make a difference in the community.
They acknowledge the commitment to libraries by the leaders in York Council in that
they have no wish to see libraries close and want to ensure that libraries are run by
paid staff.
They had to re-locate some of the smaller libraries and are working with the Council
in co-locating the service.
Libraries in York are valued as part of the cultural life of York. The libraries are now
being utilised as creative spaces for both adult learning and cultural organisations.
The space in all of the libraries is flexible – books are stored on wheeled apparatus
that can be easily moved to adapt the space.
York Libraries believe that their patrons are not just accessing content but that the
service allows them to create their own content – to share ideas and create
knowledge.
They have 3D printers and are also looking at introducing virtual reality.
York Libraries and Archives are also signed up to Libraries Connected (151 Libraries
from across England and Wales). Libraries Connected have a set of national offers –
this sets out and commits to what you can expect to see in a Library (also detailed in
conversations with Jersey Librarian).
4.5

Libraries Connected
The vision of Libraries Connected is “an inclusive, modern, sustainable and high
quality library service at the heart of every community in the UK”.
Libraries Connected started out as the Society of Chief Librarians (SCL). It is a
charity that is partly funded by Arts Council England.
Along with their stakeholders, Libraries Connected has identified six key areas that
they see as essential to a 21st Century library service. These are defined as Universal
Offers:
•

Culture
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•
•
•
•
•

Learning
Digital
Information
Health
Reading

In October 2019 Libraries Connected announced a new initiative to define what a
library service looks like. A grant has been secured from Arts Council England who
will work with Libraries Connected to develop and deliver “an authoritative, sectorled scheme to help libraries in England to meet the needs of their local
communities”.
Libraries Connected state that because there are no set standards in England, and
with each Local Authority deciding how it will deliver its responsibilities under the
Public Libraries and Museums Act 1964 variations in standards of service is being
experienced.
Libraries Connected believe that the scheme will ultimately help libraries assess how
they:
•
•
•

Identify and monitor individual and community needs
Develop resources, activities and services to meet these needs
Are run and resourced to meet these needs

4.6

SLIC’s “Health on the Shelf” is one example where libraries are evolving as a result of
COVID19. COVID19 has highlighted issues within communities around loneliness and
social isolation. Local Authorities taking a more joined up approach in respect of their
library provision and offerings would benefit the wider community. During the
COVID19 outbreak on the Island the Mobile Library confirmed that it has been
contacting members and is planning to send books out to those who require the
service.

5.

The Family and Mobile Library Limited

5.1

This section looks at the Family and Mobile Library Limited, the services provided and
the existing relationship between the Library and Government. Please also see
paragraphs 2.24 – 2.26 above regarding Local Authority feedback on use of the
Mobile Library service.

5.2

Provision of the mobile library vehicle is via a lease agreement with the Department
of Education, Sport and Culture. The hire cost is £3,000 over a period of two years.
The current contract is due to expire in September 2020. A copy of the lease
agreement can be found at Appendix – 5
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can help with social isolation and loneliness. In the period July to December 2019 a
total of 55 Bibliotherapy sessions were ran with a total of 404 attendees
(approximately 9 sessions per month).
The Family and Mobile Library have confirmed that whilst the current Bibliotherapy
sessions are aimed at older people, retirement homes and dementia units there is
potential to expand the service to include younger people and designed for those
with autism, dyslexia and mental health difficulties.
They do ask the organisations and care homes for a donation to cover the costs of
each session although this does not always happen. They have experienced
difficulties with the Bibliotherapy service with the most common being staff in the
visited facilities not being aware that they were due to attend (due to staff working
different shift patterns). We believe this could be mitigated by a structured service
level agreement for the provision of this service.
5.4

General Family Library visits are arranged on request and this includes IOM Prison
and Third Sector organisations.

5.5

IOM Prison confirmed that they have a library at the prison which is run by an
inmate. IOM Prison used to use the Family and Mobile Library twice a year but found
that as the inmates did not get to choose the books they were subsequently not
being read. A system is now in operation whereby the inmates can request a book
and the Education Manager (part of the Department of Education, Sport and Culture)
will try and source the book through the Family and Mobile Library or the UCM
Library. The Working Party believes that there is the potential to link IOM Prison to
other libraries on the Island which will enhance the choices of books available.
However, they do accept that security measures would need to be in place to
mitigate any risk.

5.6

The Family and Mobile Library received a cash credit of £2000 for audio books from
their supplier and these are available both on site and as part of the mobile and
home service. Henry Bloom Noble Library has also made a number of donations of
CD and Playaway audiobooks to the Family and Mobile Library.

5.7

The Working Party are in no doubt that there is an element of social service in the
provision of the Mobile Library and that the Mobile Library itself has a larger reach
and is able to adapt more quickly to change, and meet customer demand, than a
static building.

5.8

The Family Library has strong ties with primary schools in the immediate area of the
site. The building provides services by way of supporting the schools’ on site
libraries, and trips to the library. It provides an enhancement of library resources
already available in those schools and is accessible within a short walking distance.
The Working Party notes that there are no service level agreements in place to
clearly define these additional services so there has, up to now, been no needs
assessment carried out nor a cost value attributed.
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5.9

Currently, following an approach to the school by the Family and Mobile Library,
Henry Bloom Noble Primary School agreed a number of sessions in advance and four
classes a week are sent to the library. This arrangement commenced in January
2020 and no payment was levied. In return the Family Library asked that for any
services provided to school that the school runs an annual fundraising event to help
raise much needed funds for the library. (Appendix 7).

5.10

It is also noted that similar agreements may exist between other Public Libraries and
schools on the Island. The Working Party has not surveyed all primary schools on
their relationships with local libraries but is aware that such agreements may exist.

5.11

It is recognised that partnerships between the library and schools, as well as other
stakeholders, are valuable but that service level agreements should be in place to
ensure maximum benefits on both sides.

5.12

Reciprocally, the building the Family Library is provided within belongs to the
Department of Education, Sport and Culture and is provided at a cost of£50.00 per
annum. This arrangement also includes resource from the Department of
Infrastructure for caretaking the building. The building is subject to a covenant that
provides that the site should be used for educational purposes only.

5.13

As well as provision of the building the Mobile Library is serviced and maintained by
the Department of Infrastructure’s Fleet Services (following the end of a £10,000
fund from Microgaming). The Mobile Library also receives free fuel. They have two
further, smaller vehicles which are not included in any agreement with the
Department of Infrastructure.

5.14

Government Running Costs for the Family and Mobile Library (2019/2020)
Library Building
Staffing cost:

£5,608.56

0.26 WTE

9.49 hours per week

Consumables cost:

£300.00

for the past financial year (19/20)

Sanitary/nappy disposal cost:

£190.00

for the past financial year (19/20)

With effect from the 1 April 2020 this budget and responsibility was returned to
DESC.
Mobile Library
Fuel £1,246.29
Maintenance including parts & labour £7,973.60
Total annual cost - £15,318.45
5.15

The site, whilst not ideally located for parking, does provide space to store the
mobile library off road and is used by families in the area.
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5.16

The Family and Mobile Library have provided information on the regular free events
held on the site but it is recognised by the Working Party that there may be some
overlap in those offerings with similar space and provisions in place at Henry Bloom
Noble Library which is located nearby.

5.17

It is understood that there have been referrals made to the mobile library element
via Social Care but this could be much better linked with agreed service levels in
place.

5.18

During the course of their work, the Working Party requested information from the
Family and Mobile Library on their fundraising activities on several occasions and
what provisions were being put in place to enable the library to self-fund in future.
Although the Working Party were assured that fundraising was taking place, little
evidence of this has been produced and supplied to the Working Party.
A request was made via their Librarian on the 19th February 2019 to share
information with the Working Party on what active fundraising was taking place and
what long term plans were in place, to which we have received no response. At a
meeting with the Chairman and the Managing Director (with responsibility for
fundraising) of the Family and Mobile Library on the 25th April 2019 the minutes
note that they were looking at other sources of revenue to be secured over the next
two years and it was also noted that the Chair of the Working Party asked for
confirmation from that the Family Library would be able to sustain itself and would
not be requiring further funding from Government. Subsequent requests were made
through our secretariat for this information, namely on the 12th November 2019 and
21st January 2020. We have received no response to our requests for ongoing
funding plans other than general emails requesting the remaining funding from
Treasury for 2020.
The Working Party has communicated regularly with the Chairman of the Family and
Mobile Library during the course of their work. We recognise there is a level of
frustration from the Family Library. The Working Party have explained the challenges
faced by the lack of data being put forward from other libraries but it has also been
stressed that continued funding from Government could not be a permanent solution
and the Working Party have been clear in discussions that a self-sustaining model
should be sought.
A recent email from the Family Library highlighted that due to the Coronavirus
pandemic “..we feel fundraising has changed irrevocably..”. The Working Party
recognises that this is the same for every charity on the Island. There are over 900
local charities all facing the same challenges as a result of the pandemic and as such
we do not believe this, in isolation, is a rationale for ongoing funding to the Family
Library.

5.19

Further information pertaining to the work of the Family and Mobile Library can be
found at Appendix 6 from a report supplied to the Working Party on the 26th January
2020.
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5.20

The Working Party believes that there is strong community value in a mobile library
and that it should be publicly funded. There is potential to build on existing
relationships within areas of the Department of Health and Social Care particularly in
the areas of Bibliotherapy and a remote lending service. The Peel pilot of the
Integrated Care Scheme (see also section 2.10) identifies key ways in which both
physical and mobile libraries could support their ongoing work. The current scheme
already has a list of those who need additional services within the community and
there is the potential for this to be widened around the Island. The onus would be on
the Department of Health and Social Care to identify potential services and service
users and make use of library offerings through a service level agreement.
There is also scope to market and communicate a full Island mobile library service to
ensure those who are not currently aware of the benefits are able to make full use of
it.

5.21

May 2020 - Update on the Family and Mobile Library Ltd.
An announcement was made on Wednesday 20th May by the Family and Mobile
Library Ltd on their social media pages that a donation of £250,000 has been made
by the
“We are very pleased to announce
have gifted us £250,000
emergency funding to ensure we can continue to operate our services for 12 months
from August 2020.
This means the Family Library, as well as our associated Mobile, Home, Schools and
Bibliotherapy Services, will carry on providing initiatives from our base in Douglas
and throughout the Island.
The family has acted as a lifeline for us and provided significant financial support
since 2012.
Chairman of the Family Library, Kurt Roosen, said: ‘We would like to sincerely thank
who have come to the rescue and provided emergency aid to
keep us alive over the next 12 months.
‘This is a gift which will prevent our vital services from closing. Not only will it allow us
to operate for a further 12 months but it recognises what we provide is absolutely
fundamental and something not available anywhere else in the Island.
‘We hope other charities and businesses can find such benefactors if the Isle of Man
Government is unable to provide support in a timely fashion.
‘Hopefully, the breathing space will allow us to re-engage with stakeholders, including
with the Government, to assess our longer-term future.’”
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Conclusions
It is accepted by the Working Party that for those experiencing social
isolation due to lack of mobility and other factors, a mobile library
provides access to books when unable to visit their local public library.
This strengthens the case for a unified library service where a mobile
library works with public libraries to supply and deliver books to those
most in need.
With an aging population and the reality that the geographical spread of
those who may be isolated and unable to travel themselves to local
services will change over time, the Working Party considers that a mobile
library service is a flexible and effective way to provide contact and
services for those vulnerable and socially isolated residents across our
community. The potential to deliver other services by way of a mobile
library service exists and should be harnessed.
It is not possible to ascertain from the Family and Mobile Library Ltd
accounts the overall cost to them of providing the mobile element of their
service. There is a current Government contribution for the running of the
Family and Mobile Library of just under £15,500. On a voluntary basis
some (but not all) Local Authorities make a minimal financial contribution
to the Mobile Library service.
Without the support from Government and the Scheinberg Family in recent
years, those that rely on the Mobile Library would not have had access to
this service.
To secure the service of a mobile library for the long term and to ensure
compliance with financial regulations, the recent ad hoc funding
arrangements need to be regularised.

6.

The Future of Libraries on the Isle of Man

6.1

The United Nations (UN) view Libraries as a key institution to help achieve their 17
sustainable development goals. Their Access and Opportunity for All report states
that ‘Libraries drive progress across the whole 2030 agenda’:
-

Access to information has been recognised in the UN’s sustainable development
goals as a target under Goal 16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels

-

Culture (Goal 11.4) and ICT (Goals 5b, 9c and 17.8) have also been included –
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“Half of the world’s population lacks access to information online. In our
knowledge society, libraries provide access and opportunity for all.”
6.2

The Working Party recognise that if we are to provide Libraries to our residents, and
that we have a duty to do so, then there is a need to maximise citizens’ ability to
benefit from the services provided particularly in the areas of accessibility, opening
times, membership fees and availability of a shared catalogue. An all Island Library
membership, for example, would mean that not all Libraries have to be open at the
same time and would allow more people to access more of the range of services
provided. Information on all libraries would be consistently and effectively
communicated.
There is potential for sharing resources, and not only books. With the demonstrably
good relationships librarians from across the Island have with each other, they could
cover absences to ensure consistent services from qualified librarians with volunteers
sought to assist the day to day running. It may be that where a library is part time,
books from that library can be returned to another library, particularly where opening
hours are different. The Working Party commends the work so far of the Libraries
Forum and believes there is scope for further co-operation and integration to
optimise the access to and range of books, activities and services our Public Libraries
can provide.

6.3

Through our engagement with local librarians and as well as their counterparts in the
UK, the Working Party has identified the following areas of Government priority
where libraries can play a part. These areas already form part of ongoing strategies
in different areas of Government, and we note that some libraries are already
contributing to them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Inclusion
Wifi access
Entrepreneurs/Small businesses/Hubs
Localised NHS services
Social Care specifically in the areas of loneliness and social isolation
Mental health services and support
Education
Third Sector services
Local and national cultural information

Knowledgeable and friendly librarians are ideal for delivery of many of the above
services, and are assets already present within our libraries.
6.4

Structure and Funding Options
The Working Party see a community rate, as part of overall rates reform as a way
forward. This community rate could also cover swimming pools and other sports
facilities within communities, as well as social enterprises and perhaps noncommercially viable post offices as part of a bigger picture. It has been difficult to
attribute a financial value to our public libraries due to the lack of data provided but
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ratepayers should feel confident in their value within the community. However, it is
accepted that there must be a degree of discretion with this. Local Authorities are
elected to represent their parishes. But there should be a minimum expectation to
ensure value for money for residents.
It would be wholly inappropriate for all Local Authorities to be expected to provide a
library, but access to a library service should be facilitated. This could be through
providing a library, funding contribution to a strategically-linked Public Library, or
funding contribution to a mobile library service that could provide a library service
where a physical library is not feasible.
6.5

The Working Party is in agreement with Mr Lawrie Hooper, MHK, during the Tynwald
debate on the 18th July 2018 that the current system is unfair 18:

“..why are we also asking people living in the towns to contribute to a rural library
service through their taxes? I might have a different view of this if the parishes
themselves were already contributing a reasonable [sic], or even anything, but it is
just not the case. And even after being made aware of the funding issues, which is
being described as a vital lifeline for some of their constituents, these parishes are
contributing nominal sums - £100, £200. Now that is a token gesture at best, and it
is an insult to those authorities that are already stepping up to the mark and are
delivering funding for a vital social service. “
6.6

A Manx Libraries Structure
To include:

Options with outline plans for future funding arrangement to include, but not be
limited to, a shared catalogue, all Island lending and return, all Island library
membership
Out of Scope:

Isle of Man Government Reference and Education Libraries
6.7

A National Libraries Board could also help deliver government services as part of the
Government Services Strategy directly into the community. As an example, Ramsey
Town Commissioners worked with Government to recently introduce a job centre
within the Town Hall. This includes a Job Club with an Employment Advisor twice a
week and a benefits office with a Job Seekers Advisor one morning a week. See
Model 1 below.

6.8

The Working Party have provided examples of what a new Libraries Body or Libraries
Regional Board could look like and are illustrated below (see Model 1 and 2).

18

Para 1655
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PROPOSED NATIONAL LIBRARIES BOARD

Model 1
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EXTERNAL

Third Sector
Public

Conclusions
It is the Working Party’s belief that there should not be one library
charging for membership in one area and the service being free in others
particularly if libraries are effectively paid for through rates. It would
seem only fair to the public that library provision and its costs should be
open and transparent to the rate and tax payer.
It is accepted that with libraries having different size floor space, with
some located within the town civic building and others in standalone
premises, it would be a challenge to offer an ‘across the board service’.
However, outcomes from the workshop and customer engagement would
suggest that libraries are not just places to loan books anymore. They
provide a free space to members of the public whose expectation is now
changing.
We recognise that the presence of a fixed library does not necessarily
diminish the need for a mobile library service in that Local Authority area.
There is a clear need for a more coordinated approach to library provision
and funding across our Island. The Working Party has put forward two
possible models for consideration
Library legislation will ensure that all of our libraries are protected from
closure and fit for purpose in the 21st Century, that a minimum standard
for provision can be expected and delivered to the Manx public, and that
costings are open and transparent.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose, provision, use and cost of libraries
7.1

Through the information gathered and researched, the Working Party concludes that
libraries are about more than loaning books; they can and do provide a range of
services and in particular they can play an important role in the support of the most
vulnerable in our society.

7.2

Based on the March 2019 workshop outputs and 2018 public survey the Working
Party also concludes that there is general consensus amongst Local Authority
members, Tynwald members and the public on the value of libraries. The Working
Party considers that provision should be underpinned by the principles of equity and
accessibility to enable everyone on the Isle of Man to easily access books and
services via our libraries (whether mobile or static).

7.3

Due to the lack of data we received in response to requests it is not possible to
provide an analysis of the use and cost of our Public Libraries nor to make any
comparison as between our Public Libraries in terms of value for money for the
ratepayer. From the available information, however, we consider there is scope for
Public Libraries to collaborate more in various ways and, by so doing, to increase
accessibility and the range of services it is possible to provide as well as improve
value for money.

7.4

The Working Party commends the work of the Library Forum and believes that Public
Libraries and Local Authorities from across the Island should work together to
introduce a universal library membership card which would enable shared
membership. The Working Party would also advocate that Public Libraries and Local
Authorities working together in a cohesive way will bring huge potential for a shared
IT system to support shared stock and multi-site return of books. This then brings
the potential to reduce overall costs and provide more space within Public Libraries
to provide other functions. Potentially this might include new areas of support and
services that are aligned with Government policy on digital inclusion, social inclusion,
health and wellbeing and so on.

7.5

Legislation to provide a core, across the board service should be considered.
Legislation should also give individual Public Libraries the scope to provide other
services dependent on their size and location.

Statutory provision
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7.6

Research into neighbouring jurisdictions shows that the Island is out of step by not
having a statutory basis to ensure library provision. If we, as an Island, are
committed to ensuring the security of our Public Libraries for future generations, and
if we want to bring some consistency to the delivery of a library service, and ensure
it is at an equitable cost for our residents, then provision of a Libraries Bill should be
considered.

Mobile library service
7.7

The potential to deliver other services by way of a mobile library service exists and
should be harnessed.

7.8

With an aging population and the reality that the geographical spread of those who
may be isolated and unable to travel themselves to local services will change over
time, the Working Party considers that a mobile library service is a flexible and
effective way to provide contact and services for those vulnerable and socially
isolated residents across our community.

7.9

Both Government and Local Authorities recognise the value of a mobile library
service.
There is a current Government contribution for the running of the Family and Mobile
Library of just under £15,500, but it is not possible to ascertain from the Family and
Mobile Library Ltd accounts the cost to them of providing a mobile library service.
On a voluntary basis some (but not all) Local Authorities make a minimal financial
contribution.
Without the support from Government and the Scheinberg Family in recent years,
those that rely on the Mobile Library would not have had access to this service.
To secure the service for the long term and to ensure compliance with financial
regulations, the recent ad hoc funding arrangements need to be regularised.

7.10

Options for replacement of the Mobile Library bus should be considered as part of
any wider commissioning or procurement exercise.

Proposed structure and funding for Libraries Isle of Man
7.11

It is the Working Party’s belief that there should not be one Public Library charging
for membership in one area and the service being free in others particularly if Public
Libraries are effectively paid for through rates. It would seem only fair to the public
that Public Library provision and its costs should be open and transparent to the rate
and tax payer.

7.12

It is accepted that with Public Libraries having different size floor space, with some
located within the town civic building and others in standalone premises, it would be
a challenge to offer an ‘across the board service’. However, outcomes from the
workshop and customer engagement would suggest that Public Libraries are not just
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places to loan books anymore. They provide a free space to members of the public
whose expectation is now changing.
We recognise that the presence of a fixed library does not necessarily diminish the
need for a mobile library service in that Local Authority area. There is a clear need
for a more coordinated approach to library provision and funding across our Island.
The Working Party has put forward two possible models for consideration
7.13

Library legislation will ensure that all of our libraries are protected from closure and
fit for purpose in the 21st Century, that a minimum standard for provision can be
expected and delivered to the Manx public, and that costings are open and
transparent.

RECOMMENDATION 1
That Tynwald recognises the value of a mobile library service and in the interim
supports its continuation via an appropriate level of annual Government subsidy, with
Government also to undertake an assessment of needs to enable maximising usage
of mobile library services by those most in need.
RECOMMENDATION 2
That the Council of Ministers should legislate to establish a Libraries Board with a
National Libraries governance framework in place drawing on a set of national
standards and guidelines (see Sections 6.6 – 6.8, page 34). The Libraries Board to be
responsible for all Public Libraries and a publicly funded Mobile Library service.
RECOMMENDATION 3
That the newly established Libraries Board be jointly funded by Government subsidy,
and formally referred through rates reform as part of a community rate that gives
consideration to other socially valuable activities and community hubs. That an
established Libraries Board sets out a clear framework for funding to ensure
consistency of service provision.
This would ensure service provision, be it a static or mobile library, dependent on the
individual Local Authority need.
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Council of Ministers Working Party on Libraries
Workshop held on Thursday 28th March 2019
Workshop Summary
Introduction
Local Authority Clerks and Commissioners, Librarians and Tynwald Members were invited to
take part in a workshop on Thursday 28th March 2019 looking at the future of Library
Services on the Island.
The workshop was instigated as part of the Libraries Working Party objectives following
recommendations from the Council of Ministers Select Committee Report and the
subsequent response to the Report to accept the recommendations which were laid before
Tynwald in June 2018.
The Select Committee recommended the following which was accepted by Tynwald:
-

We recommend that the Select Committee on Library Provision continues
with the important work of determining the future direction of the Island’s
Libraries.

-

The Committee’s work should now move forward to establish a working
party to undertake a detailed investigation into the provision and purpose
of public library services. This investigation should involve all those
involved with Library provision on the Island. The Committee should
report back to Tynwald no later than December 2019 on:


The purpose of public library services



The wider provision of library services across the Island



Use and cost of Libraries; twelve months of data, to be
collated and presented in such a way which is in an agreed
and consistent format used by all, re costs for staff, stock,
facilities, utilities, training and any other overheads; and
usage including membership, footfall, loans, opening hours;
additional services; and events



Options for a statutory requirement for provision



A Manx libraries’ structure to include:
o Options, with outline plans, for a future funding
arrangement to include, but not be limited to, an
all Island rate

o

-

Options and plans for future cooperation to
include but not be limited to, a shared catalogue,
all Island lending and return, all Island library
membership

Tynwald is of the opinion that the Isle of Man Government should provide
funding to the Family Library Limited of a total of £125,000 per annum for
a maximum of two years

Overview
The working group agreed that a workshop with Local Authority Clerks and Commissioners,
Librarians and Tynwald Members would be held. The purpose of this workshop; to look at
the future of library services on the Isle of Man.
There were 36 people in attendance:
-

-

3 x Libraries Working Party
10 x Tynwald Members
12 x Members from Local Authorities
8 x Librarians (from a range of Libraries across the Island including Government
Libraries such as MNH, General Registry and UCM and public libraries including the
Family Library)
3 X Cabinet Office Staff (including the Facilitator)

Scope
Attendees at the workshop took part in an active discussion focused around the following
questions:

1. What is a Library?
2. If money/resource was not a barrier what would an ideal library look like?
3. Consider 10/20 years in our future – what will our community be like? How will it
be different?

1. What is a Library?
With no prior seating plan in place attendees were grouped around tables of six.
They were asked, what is a Library? What is its purpose? They were asked to
capture one or two sentences to describe a library:
-

“A Library is a Community Hub providing the public means of accessing
knowledge in a safe, welcoming environment which provides opportunities for
life-long learning, entertainment and information”

-

(There are many different kinds of Library – we can’t fit on all of their purposes
but…) “All Libraries are important community spaces. They are centres of
information where people can find information and be helped by skilled,
qualified staff. There should be online access (generally),
entertainment/leisure and events/clubs if possible. Local history should be
available. Accessibility and appropriate building important – environment.”

-

“A place where people find knowledge, learning and expertise in the community
and sharing ideas (not necessarily a physical location)”

-

“Libraries are an important service because they provide access to information
to all in our community in a socially inclusive way”

-

“A Community Hub that enables a safe exchange of knowledge, support,
engagement and brings joy to people”

-

“A safe space – a haven of knowledge. Friendly, experienced,
approachable, knowledgeable staff (a friendly face). An information hub.
What you want it to be. Space to learn and read”

-

“A service whereby members of the public, of all ages and socio-economic strata,
can obtain, for a small annual fee, access to (mainly) printed material but also
DVD’s, CD’s, VHS, perhaps specialist Libraries information via the internet and
usually take it home. Immediate access to information for a small cost”

Some of the key words and phrases have been highlighted. These paragraphs are all
very positive with words such as community, learning, knowledge and information
appearing to be the important factors.

2. If money/resource was not a barrier what would an ideal library look like?
For this second question numbers from 1-6 were placed under each seat and groups
were then arranged based on number. This enabled the group to be randomly mixed
A summary of the key words have been captured below:

The groups collectively produced 92 inputs (summarised above) and these have been
grouped into the following headers:
-

Building/Infrastructure
On-site Resources
Staff
Events
Technology
Other

3. The Future Vision for Libraries
Consider 10/20 years in our future – what will our community be like? How will it be
different?
Attendees were presented with the PESTLE model and asked to consider their
answers based on the following factors:
POLITICAL
ECONOMIC
SOCIAL
TECHNOLOGY
LEGISLATION
ENVIRONMENT
(See APPENDIX 2 for full output of PESTLE exercise)
The session was concluded by looking towards a long term sustainable strategy based on
the outputs from using the PESTLE model. The following suggestions were collected:
-

Everyone shares the cost of a Library for a society we would like on our Island
A place for socialising – human need to belong
A place to discuss things/someone to aid online/support to help and think
Technology could take on tasks and free up Librarians to interact and support
Should it be a choice whether Libraries are provided or not? Should there be
legislative change?
Should be simple – pass robust legislation that weathers administrative changes
Providing community space
Coffee shops – paying for coffee vs paying for Libraries
Value of services are shared and seen as good value for money
Charges can be discretionary/flexible to support those that can’t pay
All Island Library card
Possibly people may be working from home or hubs rather than work – Libraries
could provide work spaces
Need to be flexible to respond
Ageing population – restricted living at home
Outreach services – taking materials out with volunteers/mobile library – digital
Different delivery channels
Co-located space with Post Office
Using data as business model
Environmental and ethical restrictions – considering where to source books from
Providing books to poorer countries
Push for recycling
Buildings using passive design – bringing cost savings – future proof buildings

-

Legal – move to open access for academic libraries
Working together more – breaking down political/funding silos
Best practice from further afield
Denmark – libraries open 24/7
Pick up from lockers/online research
Life-long learning
Using other buildings eg churches adapt and re-model
Digital identity through Libraries
Non-digital space
Duplications of services eg HBN & Family Library – Government & Local Services
Purchasing together to achieve discounts – should digital access be free? Digital
inclusion

In summary technology and legislation appear to be the key factors here as well as an
option for Libraries to work together and share services where there is duplication and
overlap. There is some consensus that Libraries legislation should be considered. There is
also recognition of the social value of a Library with consideration given to other
uses/services for a Library building. Some examples of this include coffee shop, outreach
services and potential for Post Office services.

Next Steps
A statement is to be prepared for December Tynwald outlining the Working Group’s
progress so far, this is to be followed by a report which will detail the next steps for the
future of library provision across the Island.
The continued collection of data as well as narrative on the workings of individual Libraries
are important as that will help to shape the report and what is presented and recommended
to Tynwald.

APPENDIX 1
The full details of what was captured for Question 2 - If money/resource was not a barrier
what would an ideal library look like?
BUILDING/INFRASTRUCTURE
-

A Safe place
Mobile function
Quiet study areas
Different types of areas
Outreach mobile services
Architecture-inspiring building
Sundeck/roof garden/playground/views
Room for meetings
Booths/communal space/pods
Welcoming
Fun
Separate dedicated spaces
Building (rebate)
Functional
Include learning environment/study
Accessible – opening hours/location
Mix of modern and traditional
Friendly
Co-locate with Local Authority Office/Post Office
Deliver loans to housebound and rural

-

Versatile/flexible space
Light and airy
Free parking
Space all on one level
Allotment Kitchen
24hr opening
Mini buses – shuttle
Light and spacious
Aesthetic design
Inclusive
Safe
24/7 access
Inviting
Quiet areas/child friendly
A place to study – open
Free
Open at convenient times
Shared public space

-

Different type of learning
Dynamics
E-Books
Community info – hub
Creche/holiday clubs
SAD Lamps
Book reviews
Entertainment
WI
Coffee Shop
Different computers
Creativity
Info hub/learning
All genres/formats
Meets customer need

ON SITE RESOURCES
-

Creativity (creative resources)
Storytelling
Government services
Unlimited books/movies
Free coffee/tea/cake
Huge children’s area
Theatre/cinema/rehearsal
Space for craft/music/sound studio
Links to older persons facilities
Free newspapers/magazines
E-book packages
Art Centre
Signposting to other services
Multiple copies
Cultural/community/hub/café/AI

-

Hot desking
Social interactions eg café/refreshments
Service drop-ins – meeting rooms/private space
Citizens Advice Centre

-

Community info
Media editing/music
Coffee shop

STAFF
-

Knowledgeable and inspiring staff – friendly
Well-staffed
Volunteers who can distribute to rural areas or those who can’t access physical
library

EVENTS
-

Entertainment/Events
Storytelling

TECHNOLOGY
-

Interconnection with other Libraries – inter library loans/IOM software
Huge online access
Unlimited online resources (high tech/wifi)
Global sharing (other countries)
Accessible (online/mobile)
Central distribution point for books
Inter-library scheme – easy to access
Easy to search catalogue

OTHER
-

National Archive
Increased uptake of members – cross demographic
Well-used

APPENDIX 2
Below is the collected output from the opener PESTLE exercise to Question 3 – Consider
10/20 years in our future – what will our community be like? How will it be different?

POLITICAL
-

Libraries to join up more
National policy on Libraries, Information Archives and Communities
Awareness of what happens elsewhere – adopting best practice from other areas
Centralising services across Government
Costs arising from other areas such as Care Homes
Considering more integrated services

ECONOMIC
-

Group discount options
If there is more social deprivation then more use of Libraries
Assistance with membership funding – all Libraries
Funding challenges
Footfall – membership fees
All Island tax-funded model (current funding model broken)
Viability of creating certain resources
Evidence of socio economic value of Libraries
Interest rates affect international purchases and costs in general
Pay what you like

SOCIAL
-

Seeking social interactions
Continue to provide mix of traditional and online
Different centres – different needs
Ageing population
Community rate
What services does a community need? Basic services – community charge
How do we fund a sustainable library service? (buying stock together)
Increased population
Life-long learning for all
Increased access to self help
More people in care homes
People “passing through” on short term jobs/projects
Restricted mobility
Travelling pop-up libraries

TECHNOLOGY
-

Training – keeping on top of trends
Robotics will release people to interact with customers more
Next generation internet
Increased accessibility – language/mobility/disabilities
Digital ID
High speed broadband
Technology loans from Libraries (laptops etc)
Free internet
Digital literacy/digital inclusion
Internet infrastructure
More tech options for engaging with users and allowing longer hours of access
E books/audio books (how they are downloaded)
VR Library
Rentable kindles
Outreach
Education on new tech
Competition on Library software industry
Multiple channels of access. Not assuming only tech wanted or that people live in
area they want to use Library in
Inclusivity of larger print

LEGISLATION
-

Change laws to statutory provision if Libraries are to continue (currently a choice)
Robust legislation on what the service is
Education Bill
Lifelong learning Bill
Information and Libraries Bill
Breakdown of large publishing companies
Statutory rights to Library access
Navigating copyright and open access
Massive journal suppliers and publishers charging based on their market share

ENVIRONMENT
-

Environmental restrictions because of recycling – cost implications of recycling
Balancing the cost of paper vs eBooks
Sustainability
3rd world provision (through supply chain management)
Climate change
Paper/ebooks
Less people working in offices – hot desking
Quiet space – wifi free areas in Libraries
Use of environmentally friendly passive building

5. Foster and support intergenerational work. Intergenerational work is a simple concept, bringing young and old people together to
participate in social activities or mentoring schemes, that has been demonstrated to have a significant impact on well being and bring benefit to
young and old alike. It can help de-stigmatise the process of ageing and increase the life experiences of young people, and address social
isolation. It will also foster future volunteering and vocational career choices. As a by product it can also raise awareness of health and social care
vocations. The third sector have, and are, leading in this. Live at Home are running one currently in the West in conjunction with Queen
Elizabeth II High School. The Belfast Care Trust ran a scheme in their Dementia Care Supported Housing Schemes with great success. The
Project Team propose to promote this and encourage other schools to get involved, and support third sector organisations to expand the process.
6. Ensure all practitioners are aware of the costs, and availability, of respite care (short term care) in the West. During consultation and
engagement it became apparent that some people were not aware that there is a cost associated with respite care and they experienced a shock
upon receipt of an invoice, and that some professions were not aware that the facility existed. All details will be included in the proposed
directory of services.
7. Recruit additional Dementia Home Support Workers to provide service cover in the West. The Dementia Home Support service has proved
very popular and effective in maintaining people in their own home but so far the service is only provided in the East of the Island. Posts already
exist to extend cover but recruitment has proved difficult, particularly since the introduction of Public Service new terms and conditions. There is
a separate workstream on the harmonisation of terms and conditions.
8. Continue to develop Older Peoples Mental Health Services, including the Memory Clinic, and group work currently provided in
Douglas, and associated contracted services are delivered in the West. Currently service users from the West usually are required to
travel to Douglas to receive services. This is particularly difficult for carers supporting people with dementia and the person with dementia. While
there may not be sufficient demand to base resources permanently in the West it should be possible to run clinics, group activities, and support
groups in the West on a regular basis.
9. Undertake regular audits and review of service delivery and extend the remit of the Review Officer role. During consultation there
was a perception, mainly from the public, that service users retain services, and equipment, when the need for them has passed. The Reviewing
Officer role was introduced to ensure regular reviews are undertaken to ensure that services provided are still meeting the needs of the service
user, including recognising when that need has diminished. The remit of the team has, so far, been contained to reviewing Home Care and, while
it was available, services provided under the Cleaning Contract. The proposal is that the Reviewing Officer should extend the reviewing role to all
Department funded care and support, and possibly care funded through the benefits system, to assess whether support is still needed, sufficient
or appropriate. With regard to equipment it is accepted that they will not be the appropriate agency to assess that but they if they think it is no
longer appropriate or insufficient they can raise an alert with the appropriate agency. To effectively monitor equipment an effective registration
and tracking system would be need to be introduced.
10. Enable EMIS and RiO users to access each other’s record systems. Currently
the Department operates a variety of recording systems but the main systems are EMIS used by Community Nursing and RiO used by Social Care,
Mental Health and Community Adult Therapy Service. Access is restricted to these user groups, however it is proposed to offer access to other
external agencies. As a short term measure to improve communication and avoid duplication where possible it is the intention to open access to
both systems to all members of the integrated care team. Members will still record in their primary system but at least the other will be available
to read by all team members. This will require an updated data sharing agreement and the drafting of new role templates for RiO and EMIS.
11. Supply all staff with appropriate mobile technology. Access to mobile technology can prevent the need for practitioners to keep returning
to an office base, enable contemporaneous record keeping, be used as a control method to manage risk for lone working, and enable service

users to more fully participate, and be partners, in their support and support planning.
12. Implement daily integrated care team meetings to discuss shared caseload. From research, and seeing an integrated care team in action,
this is the single most important change that will drive forward integrated care. Regular meetings can be short and focussed. They build up trust
and team identity, and enable shared decision making and risk sharing. As the process develops it can incorporate the hospital and Accident and
Emergency Department to speed up hospital discharge or prevent admission. This proposal also addresses themes around staff culture and
communication.
13. Liaise with hospital services with regard to outpatient appointments to ensure they meet the needs of people using the services
and look at the possibility of clinics being held in locality. A strong theme running through feedback during consultation was the
scheduling of outpatient appointments that made it very difficult to get to hospital in time, or the difficulty in getting to hospital at all. Some of
the issues were around practical things like appointments scheduled in the morning where the person using a service is required to leave home
before the time a Home Care visit is scheduled to support them to get up. Alternatively, having to stay in the hospital while waiting for the bus
back to the West. Many people expressed the view that it would feel more comfortable if they could be seen in the local area. The proposal is to
put a system in place whereby the staff making outpatient appointments are aware of any issues that may restrict someone’s ability to attend and
encouraging the holding of clinics in the West on a regular basis.
14. Incorporate a focus on an enabling approach in all job descriptions. During the research phase, and looking at other organisations, it
has become apparent that there is reason to significantly change job descriptions or roles. The only change the Project Team is suggesting is that
all job descriptions incorporate the adoption of an enabling approach which will promote ageing well, empowerment and a focus on achieving, or
maintaining, independence. This process has already been started for Older Peoples Services social care job descriptions for staff working in the
community and residential settings.
15. Implement a shadowing scheme for members of the integrated care team. By shadowing different practitioners members of the team
will gain a greater insight into the roles and challenges faced by other team members, which in turn will improve the appropriateness of internal
referrals within the team and lead to less duplication of effort and more co-ordination. It will also help to build trust within the team.
16. Co-location of a core group of practitioners including representatives of the third sector. It is proposed that a core group is brought
together to form the nucleus of a team, based in the same building or in close proximity. As the team develops other practitioners may be able to
join the group. Co-location is not integrated care, but it can underpin integrated working. In the first instance there would be significant benefit
in bringing together the Access facility/officer (as proposed above), District Nursing, Social Work, and Home Care, with a view to adding, at a later
date, a Long Term Conditions Nurse, Community Pharmacist role (as described below) and a third sector representative (related to wellbeing/self
care proposal outlined below).
17. Create a data sharing agreement between all service areas participating in the integrated care team including third sector providers. This will
facilitate the sharing of all data while remaining within the General Data Protection Regulations.
18. Create a common consent form for people accessing services to share data. Currently, each service provider requires a service user to sign a
consent form when accessing a service. This means, based on data collected by the Project Team, that a service user could end up going through
a consent form and signing up to six times. The common consent form will cover all services provided by the integrated care team, statutory and
third sector, covered by the data sharing agreement proposed above.

resource issues, especially around releasing capacity in statutory services.
24. Further develop a co-ordinated volunteer recruitment service. Nearly all third sector organisations have expressed concerns around their
ability to attract and retain volunteers. Volunteers are an essential element of building community resilience, addressing social isolation, and
preventing people accessing statutory services when that might not represent the optimum outcome desired. At the moment, as in staff
recruitment for the Department, third sector organisations are more often than not in competition to recruit volunteers. The Project Team
propose that the third sector are encouraged and supported to form an alliance around the recruitment of volunteers, directing potential
volunteers, based on their interests and identified skills, to the most appropriate third sector organisation.
25. Make addressing social isolation everyone’s business. The most commonly reported issue raised by staff, service users and the public has
been social isolation. Social isolation leads to poor health outcomes, increased contacts with primary, mental and acute health care services, as
well as social care. It can lead to admission into long term residential facilities. There is no single measure, alone, that the Project Team can
propose to address social isolation but several measures such as introduction of a Local Area Co-ordinator role, ‘pop up – drop in’ facility, the
directory of services, intergenerational work and volunteering will go some way to addressing it. This will build upon the work already being done
by the third sector. In addition, as part of the commitment to put enabling as a focus in job descriptions it will be coupled with addressing social
isolation and it will be top of the agenda in the review of day service provision.
26. Extend the remit of the Shared Lives scheme. The public, in particular, and staff have suggested that a more flexible approach to the
provision of respite care is available that is not based in residential care settings. While Crossroads Caring for Carers and day services provide
some options the Shared Lives scheme being developed by Learning Disability Services may provide an opportunity. The Project Team propose
that following a successful launch of the scheme it is monitored with a view to extending it to provide support for other groups.
27. Review business support services requirements, including administrative support. It is the perception that practitioners are spending
significant amounts of time undertaking business support or administrative tasks that could be better utilised providing direct support with clients.
The Project Team propose that an Administrative Officer is placed in the integrated care team in the first instance with a remit to identify
administrative tasks that are required and undertake a lean analysis to see how they are best achieved and what, if any, administrative or
business support is required on an ongoing basis.
28. Work with Community Stores and the Housing Division to improve access to aids and adaptations. The supply of aids, including
what on the face of are very minor pieces such as raised toilet seats, can have a significant impact on a person’s ability to maintain independence
in their own home. In addition, building adaptations can prevent someone from requiring residential care. It is accepted that some adaptations
can be very expensive and a cost benefit analysis for some adaptations may produce borderline results with regard to value for money. The
Project Team propose working with Community Stores to open access to their equipment by increasing the number of people with the Trusted
Assessors status who have undergone the prescriber training and support the implementing of an equipment registration and tracking system. In
addition, as part of the process of holding well being events in the local area some items could be taken to events to demonstrate to people. With
regard to adaptations the Project Team will engage with the Housing Division to look at how the process of application could be streamlined,
within a means tested framework, and incorporating an element of cost benefit analysis to contrast the cost of an adaptation against the potential
cost of long term care. The latter is a much longer term objective.
29. Develop an assistive technology strategy and implementation plan. Assistive technology can enable people to maintain their
independence, improve service user safety, and remove dependence from statutory services. In addition, individual items of assistive technology
are not expensive but can provide great piece of mind. Devices readily available include pendant and falls alarms, medication dispensers, key
safes, gas monitors and tracking devices. This was a workstream carried forward from the Home Care Recommendations Implementation Group

and there was a previous Departmental working group looking at this. Assistive technology also has links with tele health and tele medicine.
30. Develop options for intermediate care. The Department operates a very successful home based Reablement Service but staff have identified
a need for an intermediate bed based step up step down facility for people who are either medically fit for discharge from hospital but not quite
ready to maintain independence at home, or for those at home but experiencing some difficulty but for who going to hospital would not provide
the optimum outcome. It is often the case that such people are offered a residential respite care stay but this often results in deskilling the
individual and creating dependency. A step up step down facility would focus on maintaining independence and rehabilitation. The Project Team
consider there are two options to address this need:
A– Enter into a partnership arrangement with a care home provider in the West. The main support and rehabilitation process would be
led by the integrated care team in concert with the General Practice or the proposed Community Geriatric Service. The care home would provide
night time cover and peace of mind during the day, plus some hotel services if they are not part of the rehabilitation programme. We would start
the process with two beds but monitor demand carefully to assess future required capacity.
Or
B – Utilise Ramsey District Cottage Hospital to provide the service.
Preferred Option – The Project Team, while recognising that more development work would be required, recommend that option A, entering into a

partnership arrangement with a care home provider in the West, to provide intermediate care best meets the need of the community in the West and
the aims of integrated care.
31. Support the Department of Infrastructure to set up a ‘dial a ride’ service. Transport has been a recurrent theme during the consultation
response. While the Isle of Man has a very good public transport service there are still issues of accessibility and flexibility, particularly for older
people. The Project Team support the proposed introduction of a ‘dial a ride service’ and will offer any assistance requested by the Department of
Infrastructure, including inclusion in the proposed directory of services
32. Consider a pooled budget for all community services based on locality. In the United Kingdom Community Care and NHS Act (1991)
there was a facility under Section 28 for health services and local authorities to pool their budgets which had the effect of delivering the
opportunity to fund services in a flexible and person centred way. In the Isle of Man the setting up of a locality based budget may function to ring
fence money to the locality and facilitate more creative use of funding. However, it would then create a need for a locality based budget holder
and with the creation of a Community Care Directorate services are now all sharing a common bottom line. This is possibly a concept to consider
when integrated care has cascaded to all localities.
33. Develop an integrated care record. The Project Team are represented on the Digital Strategy Group, which is a cross Department group
looking at developing a single record, or the architecture to make disparate systems communicate with each other. The Project Team’s role will
be to ensure that any record system is appropriate to support community care, including functionality on mobile devices.
34. Develop a Single Assessment Process. During consultation staff, service and the public expressed frustration with the number of times they
have to tell the same story repeatedly, while staff are frustrated at duplicating work that other practitioners have already collected. This results in
dissatisfaction for all participants in the process and is very time consuming. The Project Team propose the development of a Single Assessment
Process where all relevant core data is collected on first contact, that avoids use of jargon, and focusses on the service users desired outcome
from contact with services, rather than being service led.
35. Introduce a care co-ordinator role. The complexity of service provision was raised in consultation both by service users and staff. Even

practitioners with many years experience find it difficult to navigate the care and support system if something happens in their personal life
leading them, or a family member, to need such services. Therefore, for people without this experience it must be doubly difficult, especially if
they have complex needs. The Project Team propose the establishment of a care co-ordinator role, a person who is identified as the first point of
call for a service user to help them navigate through the system. The Project Team consider there are two options to address this need:
A – Create a new role, or team, to support people with complex needs to navigate the care and support system. The role, or team,
would be based within the integrated care team and would function as a first point of call, for service users already receiving services, to support
them to access different services as need fluctuates.
Or
B – Introduce a community keyworker role and allocate keyworking responsibility to the practitioner who is addressing the primary support
need. Service users with complex needs, or accessing multiple services, will generally have a primary support need. The proposal is that the
practitioner addressing the primary care need becomes the allocated community keyworker responsible for co-ordinating all services received, and
is the first point of contact for the service user to provide advice, or support, and assist them to manage their way through the care system. For
example, if the service user required a hospital admission the keyworker would be the person the hospital liaise with, would be the integrated care
team point of contact for the hospital, and would ensure services are notified and in place for their discharge. If the primary need of the service
user changes the keyworker would be responsible for handing over all relevant information to a new keyworker, and introducing the new
keyworker to the person. The keyworker could be drawn from any member of the integrated care team, including the third sector. For example if
the primary need is around personal care and independence it would be a member of the Home Care Team who take this role on, if it around a
chronic illness it may well be the Long Term Condition Nurse, if the need is around social issues or isolation it would be a social worker, or possibly
a day service team member, and so on.
Preferred Option – The Project Team recommend that option B, introducing a community keyworker role best meets the objective of achieving a

more co-ordinated delivery of service and ensuring continuity of care and support provision. It meets the criteria for achieving successful integrated
care for those with complex needs or receiving services from multiple agencies.
36. Remove the practice of closing cases (or develop a team, or dormant, caseload process). During consultation one issue raised was the
frustration felt when someone has accessed a service, received an input, but at a later time require a further service and they are back to the start
of the process to gain access to services. This results in duplication of effort by practitioners, lack of continuity of care for the service user, and
delay in accessing services. For example, a person can be open to the Older Peoples Community Social Work Team, be admitted to hospital, then
on discharge transferred to the Older Peoples Hospital Social Team, and then following a period of time require some support requiring going
through the Adult Services Access Team and then allocated a Social Worker from the Older Persons Community Social Work Team. This is far
from a lean process for the organisation, and frustrating for the potential service user. A similar scenario exists for other services. The Project
Team propose that either practitioners keep cases open so that if need re-arises the original practitioners involved can pick up the case without
having to undertake the preliminary processes involved in accessing the service, or the creation of a new definition of a case that is pending, or
dormant, or on a team caseload, but may become live at a future date. A criteria could be adopted based on risk, or complexity, so that cases
that are clearly resolved are closed. The community practitioner would retain the service user on their caseload in the event of hospital
admission.
37. Promote use of tele health and tele medicine approaches. The opportunity exists to use technology to remotely monitor long term
conditions, provide advice and hold consultations with consultants by skype type technology. Along with assistive technology this can empower

service users and let them take control of managing their conditions. The Project Team propose that this type of technology is included in the
development of an assistive technology strategy.
38. Set up local health and social events or drop in sessions. Currently, Social Work operate a weekly clinic in the General Practice which is
well utilised and popular. The Project Team propose that similar events or sessions are held, including health promotion events attended by
members of the multi-disciplinary team, and weekend drop in surgeries attended by a General Practitioner, Pharmacist and District Nurse. The
weekend drop in sessions is a model successfully used in the United Kingdom that has been proven to reduce demand for early week General
Practitioner appointments.
39. Implement the Patient Activation Measure (PAM) tool and Help to Overcome Problems Effectively (HOPE) course. A key theme
from stakeholder feedback was the need to promote ageing well (which is also a main component of ‘Delivering Longer Healthier Lives’). The
PAM tool and HOPE course would be instrumental in helping to achieve this. The PAM tool assesses an individual’s risk factors and awareness of
any conditions they may have and helps to identify those who will manage conditions effectively, and those who have not come to terms with
conditions they are living with and therefore present a higher risk. It will allow the integrated care team to effectively target their resources to
where they are most required. The PAM tool also acts as a screening tool for the HOPE course.
The HOPE course is a self-care, or self-management, programme that empowers people and supports them to take control of their own conditions
and support requirements (see appendix xii). In the Torbay and South Devon NHS Foundation Trust this course was provided by a third sector
organisation who employed a Wellbeing Co-ordinator (the organisation was called Volunteers in Health). The Wellbeing Co-ordinator sat in the
integrated care team and managed the HOPE course, although the course was run by health and social care professionals and volunteers. The
course also ‘grew their own’ volunteers from people who attended courses so it is also self-sustaining. This is a major step towards creating
individual and community resilience. People who undergo the HOPE course can then be re-assessed using the PAM tool to see if their risk factors
have reduced
40. Eliminate professional jargon. The use of jargon, whether consciously or not, functions to set up barriers around professionals and forms a
protection for those professions. Unfortunately that leads to misunderstanding between professionals, and lack of clarity for service users. Jargon
in use ranges from use of Latin to describe dose times for medications to use of abbreviations. The Project Team propose that no abbreviations,
or acronyms, are used in records, or assessments, that assessments incorporate plain English at all times, and that a glossary is compiled for
some language that cannot be changed, that is available in both hard and electronic copies.
41. Further develop an admission and discharge process between community and hospital services. During consultation a constant topic
raised was around the admission, but particularly the discharge process from hospital, including via the Accident and Emergency department.
Issues were around lack of communication, discharge late at night or over the weekend, and practical difficulties such as lack of, or insufficient,
medication on discharge. This was an issue for community based staff and the public. The Project Team proposes working with hospital services
to devise a process that addresses these issues. It will include making sure all agencies are aware of what is actually available, both in the
community and the hospital, and at what times, providing hospital services with a single point of access and ensuring they know who is the
named community keyworker where appropriate, and making sure records and care plans are accessible by hospital services.
42. Implement localised first stage on call arrangements for the integrated care team. Currently teams that work outside of normal office
hours have on call arrangements in place on a service by service basis. For example, Home Care have a supervisor on call rota up to 22.00 hours
during the week and at the weekend, and District Nursing have an on call lead nurse at the weekend. The Project Team propose that following
changes to core hours appropriate shared on call arrangements are put in place to cover the integrated care team.

Mobile Library Report January 2020

Numbers on the Mobile remain stable at around 400 borrowers at any time, including some
organisations (Libraries, Retirement Homes, Dementia Units, Prison, Playgroups). The
majority of our borrowers are adults, although we do have some stops which are after
school so pick up children there, or their parents come to borrow books for them. c250
adults pay a subscription, some of these are also housebound, c40 adults do not pay, almost
all are housebound, a couple are on low incomes. 51 children are registered, all pay except
for some who already belong to the Family Library and pay a subscription there. The
balance of borrowers are organisations and dormant accounts. Membership of the Mobile
Library is more fluid than at a static library as attendance is required at a specific date/time,
which doesn’t always accord with the borrower’s diary, and our demographic (mostly
retired) means that we often have bereavements. Children also stop coming once they go to
High School (not cool). Notwithstanding that, we have, since 2006 when we started using
AccessIT, turned over more than 1,000 borrowers, which is a good illustration of the fluidity
already mentioned. Our borrower numbers are good when compared to UK LA Mobile
Libraries – Hackney has a population of c280,000 and their Home Library Service reaches
around 750 borrowers, including organisations. Wakefield has a population of 327,000 and
556 active borrowers over 3 mobile vehicles. Of course, we also offer our Bibliotherapy
Service which other Mobile Libraries do not (although many static libraries will offer a
monthly Reminiscence session). Our issues are around the 25,000 mark, pa, as much as any
reasonably sized public library.

Following my attendance at the CILIP Home Libraries Conference in October we have
reviewed and re-organised our Home Library Routes to make them more efficient, freeing
up some of

time each month.

now has 4 very full routes,

sees only a

few people and I do 3 routes. One of these is timed to coincide with
Dementia Unit Bibliotherapy so we can have 2 of us in attendance.
my Home Library Service Routes and the intention is to send her out with

Gansey

is also able to do
to

see the rest. We currently have 88 Home Library/housebound borrowers, with 14 of these
being seen on the Mobile Library routes every two weeks, rather than the Home Library

Service, and 12 of mine who also have fortnightly visits. This totals around 140 Home visits
per month.
We would also like to explore the possibility of taking Mobile Library Services to more
Homes and Sheltered accommodation complexes, and have already been to see residents at
Millhope in Castletown, and have a meeting with Local Authority Wardens at the end of the
month to see what we can feasibly offer. Elder Grange would also like to restart a delivery
of Large Print for the residents as they have a more pro-active Activities Organiser to
oversee the books.
Attending the Home Library Conference was extremely beneficial, not only offering an
insight to how other LA’s deliver to the housebound, but also to see what a great service we
already offer. The IOM is lucky to have a funded service – more commonly this is tendered
out by the LA, if they do not have staff to run it, often taken up by the WVS or other
organisations who then co-ordinate volunteers. They, in turn, can borrow books from the
nearest library and deliver to their chosen recipients. One LA has, for example, around 200
volunteers delivering to 300 people, and the paid staff member co-ordinates them, but
doesn’t chose the books. It is a purely man-management role. Of course, that works when
the books can be returned across the county, which is not the case here as we’re not
centralised. Through the Library Forum I am trying to get the LA libraries on-board to refer
their borrowers who can no longer access their sites, and we already receive referrals
through the Northern Networking Committee, Social work teams, other agencies and
relatives.
We have been fortunate this year in receiving significant cash credit from our audiobook
supplier, Bolinda. They have actually given us more back than we expected so we have
shared this with the Family Library so they also have some new audio books. We received a
total of £2,000 worth. I believe that the Mobile Library now has a great audiobook
collection, so much so that we are not yet stumped fulfilling the demands of our 10/12
audios every 2 weeks borrowers. Douglas HBN Libraty has also very generously made a
number of donations to us of both CD and Playaway audiobooks.
The Mobile vehicle was off the road for a significant part of the autumn, some days through
driver illness/relief driver unavailability, and subsequently the lift/steps being deemed unfit
for purpose. This was entirely down to the original coachbuilders’ installation and no
reflection on any of the Mobile staff. However, it did mean in October around 5 weeks of

operating from the small Biblio van, and I have to praise all the staff for their dedication and
tenacity in difficult, wet and windy circumstances. Needless to say it was appreciated by the
borrowers who received a tailor made service during this time, with door-to-door deliveries.
and I attended Ellerslie yesterday to go over the operation of the lift, the inspector
raised one extra concern over its use but I am contacting a Mobile Libray across who uses
same system to ask for their user info before changing what we do.
We may also have to register as Goods Vehicle Operator due to changes in the Road Act but
I am communicating with the Committee and Fleet Services over this.

has recently undertaken training to get the C1 classification needed to drive the
Mobile, she has been out with

on one route and now needs to navigate in and out

of the yard. Will take some practice but she is a welcome addition to the relief driving list.

The Mobile Library is now being serviced and maintained by IOM Govt Fleet Services, which
is an incredible saving for us, and timely as we had reached the end of
£10,000pa funding for the vehicles. We also receive free fuel. We need only to maintain and
fund the two smaller vehicles, which are well used and a great asset.

Yesterday the Offline laptop screen stopped working. This laptop is around 5-6 years old.
MannageIT have identified that it is still functioning apart from the screen, if we can link it
to another monitor through an HDMI cable we can take the data from it. They would be
prepared to check the circuit board and connections but if the screen is kaput then it’s
around £500 fro a new one. I have now emaile AccessIT to ask about the ease and cost of
building an offline system for a PC laptop which wwould be a cheaper replacement. We
need to know what size memory etc also. Addendum: Screen started to work again the
following day, may suggest a cable/connection problem. Will monitor it. At least we do
know now that it is not completely broken. May still need to go to MannageIT as they deal
with Apple products?

Bibliotherapy Report 2020 –

In the period from July to December, we ran 55 bibliotherapy sessions, with a total of 404
attendees. This breaks down to an average of approximately 9 sessions a month, with about
7-8 attendees for each session (these totals do not include staff or volunteers).

The service has run sessions at 17 separate locations since July. Breakdown of this is: 11
residential/retirement homes, 1 sheltered housing, and 5 organisations (such as MBWS,
Decaff, and the Family Library). There are also 2 new locations (Live At Home and Millhope
Court) where we intend to run sessions in the new year. Prior to July, we were running
regular sessions at 14 locations, so there has been significant expansion to the service.

At present, the majority of our Bibliotherapy sessions are aimed at older people, retirement
homes, and dementia units. We would love to expand our service to include younger people
as well, for example by offering sessions designed for people with Autism, dyslexia, mental
health difficulties, etc. We have run a successful session at Eastcliff Centre for adults with
learning disabilities, and would love to build on this further, perhaps with the involvement
of other organisations such as Praxis.

We have spoken to a number of outside organisations about our Bibliotherapy work, such
as the Rotary Club. At Manx Litfest in September 2019, we ran an Introduction to
Bibliotherapy event, which was very successful.

We are very grateful to the WI for the donations of reminiscence boxes, which have been
catalogued and are all in use at sessions. We would like to expand our range of boxes to
include other subjects. The ‘thank you’ evening is organised for Thursday 31 st January 2020.

We have been able to expand the scope of what we offer by including more photos and
laminated pictures. We hope to expand our sensory range to offer more tactile items,
specifically touch and smell items. We have some prototype scent pots and are looking at
ways of making or acquiring more.

We are also putting together an information pack, containing leaflets about Bibliotherapy
and examples of some of the pictures/items we provide at each session. These will be
provided to organisations etc. who are interested in us coming to them for a session.

At present, all our sessions are booked for afternoons, as this is when most residential
homes can accommodate us. This unfortunately means we can only fit a certain number of
sessions into a month (for example, in January we have 16 afternoons booked, out of a
possible 19). We hope to encourage some organisations (for example sheltered housing or
organisations working with younger people) to book sessions for the mornings (for example
as a coffee morning), which would allow us to see additional people.

We ask the organisations and retirement homes for a donation to cover the costs of each
session, however this does not often happen. We have suggested we would be happy to
help them with coffee mornings or other fundraising events in order to cover our costs (this
will be something that is covered by the information pack we intend to provide to
organisations, as above).

There are several volunteers who help us with some sessions. However, some sessions are
more challenging than others (for example, Springfield Grange sets up its attendees on two
separate tables, so it is very difficult to run the session with only one person), requiring an
extra member of library staff to help. Also, while most locations provide a member of staff
who stays in the room to assist with the session, this is not always the case (when
contacting the locations we always specify that a member of staff should be present).

A lot of the sessions take place out of town, which means there are significant travel times
associated with each session, and we require the use of one of the vans to get there.

However, we try to mitigate this where possible by including home library visits before or
afterwards where possible.

There are sometimes issues at the locations we visit, the most common being that the staff
were not aware we were due to attend. This often happens because the staff work different
shifts and information is not always passed between them. Some homes also have a high
turnover of activities coordinators. We have tried to combat this issue by giving out Next
Visit posters to go on their notice boards, sending emails after each visit to thank them for
their help and confirm the next date, and (when it is a frequent problem), telephoning the
home on the day before the session to remind them. Occasionally there are other
difficulties, such as a member of staff not being present (see above), tables not being set
out or inadequate table space being made available, and lack of refreshments. In these
cases, a follow-up email is sent to ask that the problems are rectified for the next session.

Sessions occasionally are cancelled by the organisation/home, usually due to staffing issues
or outbreaks of illness. Since August 2019, 9 sessions were cancelled by the homes, and 1
was cancelled by us due to ill health.
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Good afternoon Anna,
I would like to clarify the position regarding our library provision and our work with the Family
Library.
We haven’t opted to close our library in favour of attending the Family Library but we are
working with them to add to what we do in school.
In September we reorganised how our within school library resources are provided. The space
that was the library was needed as a classroom so we have put all our library books into class or
year group libraries. These spaces are well used and have provide additional books in the
classrooms as part of our whole school push on developing reading for pleasure.
To go alongside this within school provision we are working with the Family Library to enhance
the experiences for our children. It is so geographically close and such a lovely resource that we
wanted to support it. We want partnerships with providers in our local area and the Family
Library is one such provider. We are sending a couple of classes each week so they can
experience how it is set up. We also hope that by attending with school they will also use it out
of school and with their family. We aware that a number of children have joined the library since
we started our trips.
The Family Library have asked that we raise some money for them in return for this service and
we are doing a fund raising effort in the summer term.
We don’t have a formal agreement but we have agreed the number of sessions in advance. We
send 4 classes a week. This equates to 2 hours a week. We started this arrangement in January.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need further information.
Kind regards,
Rachel
Rachel Ashley (Headteacher)
Henry Bloom Noble Primary School
Douglas
ISLE OF MAN
Tel: 01624 675835

E-mail: rachel.ashley@sch.im

WARNING: This email message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may be subject
to legal privilege. You must not copy or deliver it to any other person or use the contents in any
unauthorised manner without the express permission of the sender. If you are not the intended

addressee of this e-mail, please delete it and notify the sender as soon as possible.

From: "HBN, Enquiries" <HBNEnquiries@sch.im>
Date: Tuesday, 25 February 2020 at 16:13
To:
Subject: FW: IOM Library Provision

***************************************************
WARNING: This email message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may be subject to legal
privilege. You must not copy or deliver it to any other person or use the contents in any unauthorised manner
without the express permission of the sender. If you are not the intended addressee of this e-mail, please
delete it and notify the sender as soon as possible.

From: "Goldsmith, Anna Marie (CO)" <Anna.Goldsmith@gov.im>
Date: Tuesday, 25 February 2020 at 15:47
To: "HBN, Enquiries" <HBNEnquiries@sch.im>
Cc: "Moorcroft, Geoff" <Geoff.Moorcroft@sch.im>
Subject: IOM Library Provision
Dear Mrs Ashley,
I am acting on behalf of a Council of Minister’s Working Party made up of two MHK’s and one
MLC (Clare Barber MHK, Ann Corlett MHK and Jane Poole-Wilson MLC). They have been tasked
with looking at Library provision around the Island. This includes all public libraries and the
Family and Mobile Library. The full details of the Working Party’s remit can be found HERE
The Working Party has received correspondence from the Family Library stating that they are
providing your school with a library service and that you have opted to close your school library
in favour of this service.
The Working Party have enquired as to whether a formal agreement for provision of this service
exists: what, if anything is charged for; what the service looks like and how regular it is.
I look forward to hearing from you

With best wishes
Anna
Anna Goldsmith
Change and Reform Project Manager

Cabinet Office
Government Office, Bucks Road, Douglas, IM1 3PN, ISLE OF MAN, BRITISH ISLES
Tel: (01624) 686620
Email:   Anna.goldsmith@gov.im
Website: www.gov.im/co
cabinet office
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